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It was noon soon.

The car that was struck by lightning in Phoenix Mountain Cemetery is still triggering many
rumors.

However, no one associates this incident with Felix.

Even Lord Banks didn’t know that the year of Felix, which he had high hopes for, had already
been turned into a fan at this moment.

However, by noon, the police issued a missing person notice.

They found the registration information of the vehicle based on the vehicle that was struck by
lightning at Phoenix Mountain yesterday.

Since the car is under the name of the car rental company, the police found the lessor of the
car.

Thanks to the country’s strong real-name system, Felix failed to hide his identity when renting
a car. The certificate provided to the car rental company was his own British passport.

Therefore, the Aurous Hill police immediately grasped the first substantial clue. The car that
was struck by lightning last night was rented by an Englishman named Felix.

However, only the wreckage of the car was found at the scene, but no shadow of Felix was
found.

The car was struck by lightning, and one must find a way to find it.

Therefore, the Aurous Hill police are looking for clues about Felix this morning.

The police checked the surveillance video and found that Felix was indeed driving this car last
night, all the way out of Aurous Hill City and came to Phoenix Mountain.

This clue made the police pay more attention to the whereabouts of Felix.

After all, the development route of this matter was that Felix drove to Phoenix Mountain, and
the car was struck by lightning and burned to an empty shell, and then Felix disappeared.

They seriously doubt that Felix will die like the security guard at the cemetery before, so the
top priority is to find his whereabouts.



Therefore, while organizing police forces to conduct a carpet search around Phoenix
Mountain, the police also followed the regular case-handling process and issued tracing
notices to the public, publishing Felix’s personal information, and collecting valuable clues
from the citizens.

After this clue solicitation order was issued, it did not arouse too much attention from the
society.

After all, to ordinary people, Felix is someone who has never heard of him, and everyone does
not pay attention to his life and death.

However, this news was quickly noticed by the Banks Family’s eyeliner.

At this time, Lord Banks was talking secretly with Master Hett in the study.

Master Hett is currently the strongest master of the Banks Family.

It is also Lord Banks’s last trump card.

If Master Hett also folded, then Lord Banks would basically have nothing to rely on.

This time, Master Hett took the initiative to come over, just to talk to him about Felixnian.

He said to Lord Banks: “Master, are you planning to let him kill Lord Elms (Wilfred) after Felix
kills the mysterious person?”

“Yes.” Lord Banks didn’t hide anything in front of Master Hett, and said: “Lord Elms (Wilfred)
has now broken through to a four-star warrior. If he can’t be used by me, it must be a big
trouble in the future. I can’t keep him as a hidden danger!”

Master Hett clasped his fist and said: “Master, I have something to ask next!”

Lord Banks nodded and said, “Master Hett said it’s okay, don’t be so polite.”

Master Hett said seriously: “Since Lord Elms (Wilfred) can break through to the four-star
martial artist, there must be some chance, maybe even he has mastered some new inner
boxing technique. Since Felix Nian is good at using Gu, he must have mastered a lot. Unusual
means, in my opinion, it might as well make him think about it and force Lord Elms (Wilfred) to
hand over the cultivation method!”
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